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ABSTRACT
When a user signs up with an online music service, she
is often requested to register her demographic attributes
such as age, gender, and nationality. Even if she does
not input such information, it has been reported that user
attributes can be predicted with high accuracy by using
her play log. How can users enjoy music when using an
online music service while preserving their demographic
anonymity? To solve this problem, we propose a system
called Listener Anonymizer. Listener Anonymizer monitors the user’s play log. When it detects that her confidential attributes can be predicted, it selects songs that can
decrease the prediction accuracy and recommends them to
her. The user can camouflage her play logs by playing
these songs to preserve her demographic anonymity. Since
such songs do not always match her music taste, selecting
as few songs as possible that can effectively anonymize her
attributes is required. Listener Anonymizer realizes this
by selecting songs based on feature ablation analysis. Our
experimental results using Last.fm play logs showed that
Listener Anonymizer was able to preserve anonymity with
fewer songs than a method that randomly selected songs.
1. INTRODUCTION
When a user signs up with an online music service (e.g.,
Last.fm 1 and Spotify 2 ), it is common for the user to be
asked to input her demographic attributes such as age and
gender. Registering such demographic attributes is beneficial for her because various songs are recommended to
her by the service according to her attributes. In addition,
she can follow another user who has similar demographic
attributes, and they can communicate with each other. Despite such benefits, many users conceal their demographic
attributes because they would be concerned about privacy.
As shown in Section 5.1, as many as 49.3% of Last.fm
users do not register any of the age, gender, and nationality attributes. If a user does not register her demographic
attributes, is her privacy fully protected?
Several studies have aimed to predict users’ demographic attributes from their music play logs [10, 12, 25].
1
2

They have tackled the problem because it had been reported that the attributes contribute to improving music
recommendation accuracy [21, 23, 27]. However, users
who do not register their attributes might not want researchers or companies to predict their demographic attributes. It is not only a psychological problem; if a user’s
demographic attributes are predicted, she may suffer damage. For example, suppose one day the email address and
music play logs of a female user who has not input her gender on an online music service are leaked from the website,
and a malicious company obtains the data. If the malicious
company can predict her gender with high accuracy from
the logs, it can send her spam e-mails that target females.
What should we do to enable users to enjoy music when
using an online music service while preserving their demographic anonymity? In this paper, we propose a system
called Listener Anonymizer to solve this problem. Listener
Anonymizer camouflages the user’s play log and preserves
the anonymity of her confidential attributes. To be more
specific, when a user plays a song using an online music
service, Listener Anonymizer monitors the songs that are
played. If Listener Anonymizer detects that the user’s confidential attributes can be predicted with an accuracy above
a certain level, the system selects songs that can decrease
the prediction accuracy and recommends them to her. The
user can camouflage her play log by playing them and preserve her anonymity. However, since such selected songs
do not always match her music taste, selecting as few songs
as possible that can effectively anonymize her attributes is
required. To achieve this, we propose a method for selecting songs according to the user’s confidential attributes.
Our contributions in this paper are as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
study that introduces the concept of preserving
the anonymity of the users’ demographic attributes
while they play songs using an online music service.
• We propose an approach that camouflages the user’s
play log to preserve her anonymity. We marshaled
factors to consider for selecting songs from five
viewpoints: the definition of anonymity, method for
predicting demographics, timing of camouflaging
play logs, user’s true demographics, and anonymization of multiple demographics.
• To examine the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we carried out experiments using Last.fm
play logs. Our experimental results showed that our
proposed method was able to preserve anonymity
with fewer songs than a method that randomly selected songs. Based on the experiments, we dis-
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cuss four important considerations: impact on recommendation accuracy, user’s taste in music, simulation of multiple prediction methods, and real-time
monitoring of songs that are played.

how should researchers deal with personal information in
MIR [19]), our study is different from these studies in that
we propose a concrete anonymization system and carried
out experiments to evaluate how well it works.

2. RELATED WORK
Since predicting the user’s demographic attributes can be
used in many applications such as content recommendation
and user behavior analysis, studies of demographic prediction have been conducted in various domains. One of the
most popular domains is social media such as Twitter 3 and
Facebook 4 . It is known that language use on social media
varies according to demographic attributes such as age [9]
and gender [7]. Hence, most studies have used text data
posted to social media and utilized machine learning techniques to predict users’ demographic attributes [15,18,24].
Although it was thought that predicting demographics was
a difficult task [15, 16], recent studies reported a high prediction accuracy. For example, age and gender can be predicted with mean absolute error (MAE) of 3.40 and a binary classification accuracy of 91.9%, respectively [18].
In addition to social media, demographic prediction has
been conducted in the fields of blogs [2, 5] and web search
queries [8].
In the field of music information retrieval (MIR), too,
users’ demographic attributes on an online music service
play an important role mainly for music recommendation.
As reported by Uitdenbogerd and Schnydel [22], music
preference is affected by individual factors including age
and ethnicity. In fact, it was revealed that music recommendation accuracy was improved by considering demographic attributes [21, 23, 27]. Motivated by these results,
several studies in MIR have aimed to predict demographic
attributes. The main way to perform this task is to use
play logs obtained from an online music service and supervised machine learning techniques. Liu and Yang [12]
predicted age and gender by using timestamps, song/artist
metadata, and acoustic features of music signals. Wu et
al. [25] also proposed methods to predict age and gender
based on music metadata. They created two kinds of features: a TF-IDF-based one and a GSV(Gaussian super vector [3])-based one. They applied support vector machine
(SVM) to them. Krismayer et al. [10] predicted nationality in addition to age and gender based on music metadata
(artist names and artist’s tags). The details of their method
are described in Section 4.2. By using their method, it was
reported that demographic attributes can be predicted with
high accuracy. The age was predicted with MAE of 4.13,
and the gender and nationality were predicted with a classification accuracy of 81.36% and 69.37%, respectively.
Unlike these studies, our goal is to preserve users’ demographic anonymity since some users do not want researchers or companies to predict their demographic attributes. Although several studies have discussed privacy
problems (e.g., the release of a user query log can lead
to loss of privacy [8], confidential information such as
medical conditions can be inferred from tweets [14], and

3. FACTORS FOR REALIZING LISTENER
ANONYMIZER
As we described in Section 1, we propose an approach that
selects songs and camouflages the user’s play log by playing these songs so that the user can preserve demographic
anonymity. To enable an intuitive understanding of our
idea, we give the following example story.
Emma is a 22-year-old French female. She is a Last.fm
user and concealed her nationality when she signed up.
She also uses Listener Anonymizer, which monitors the
music she plays using Last.fm. One day, when Emma is
listening to music using Last.fm with her smartphone, Listener Anonymizer detects that her nationality can be predicted as French with high accuracy from her play logs.
Thus, Listener Anonymizer shows an alert message stating
“your nationality can be predicted as French with a probability of 67%” on her smartphone screen and recommends
three songs to her. Emma plays the songs to preserve the
anonymity of her nationality.
Although this is just an example story, we need to consider various factors to realize Listener Anonymizer. Below, we marshal the factors from five viewpoints.

3
4
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3.1 Definition of Anonymity
First, we define the anonymity of demographic attributes.
In this paper, we propose two kinds of concepts for
anonymity: not-first-anonymity and k-flat-anonymity. Suppose a demographic attribute d has n attribute values represented by Ad = {a1 , a2 , · · · , an }. For example, when
d is nationality, ai ∈ Ad can be French, Japanese, etc.
When user u has an attribute value au ∈ Ad and conceals
the attribute, given her music play log, we can compute
the probability p(ai ) for each attribute value in Ad by using an attribute prediction method (0 ≤ p(ai ) ≤ 1 and
P
n
i=1 p(ai ) = 1). In this case, not-first-anonymity is satisfied if the following condition is met: the rank of p(au )
among all attribute values is not the highest. In the case of
Emma, not-first-anonymity is satisfied when the probability of French is not the highest.
In the case of k-flat-anonymity, the anonymity is satisfied if the following condition is met. Given the top k
attribute values in terms of the probability, au is included
in the top k attribute values and the probability gap between any two attribute values is lower than θ. In k-flatanonymity, user’s demographic attributes may be regarded
as unpredictable because the top k attribute values have
almost the same probabilities. In the example of Emma,
suppose k and θ are set to 3 and 0.05, respectively, and
the probabilities of French, Spanish, and German are 0.32,
0.28, and 0.29, respectively. In this case, because the probabilities of other nationalities are lower than those of the
three nationalities and the probability gap between any
two nationalities out of the three nationalities is lower than
0.05, k-flat-anonymity is satisfied even though French has
the highest probability.
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3.2 Method for Predicting Demographics
To realize Listener Anonymizer, simulating the method
used in a demographics prediction system is required so
that we can show an alert at the right time. However, since
it is generally impossible to know the prediction method,
we have to assume some prediction methods and propose a
song selection method according to them. It is common to
use music metadata extracted from the user’s play log for
predicting demographic attributes [10, 12, 25]. If we propose a song selection method that works well for state-ofthe-art methods that are based on music metadata, we can
say that our proposed method is robust to a certain extent.
In light of the above, in this paper, we propose a method for
selecting songs in Section 4.3 and show the effectiveness
of this method through experiments in Section 5.
3.3 Timing of Camouflaging Play Logs
Listener Anonymizer selects songs and camouflages play
logs in two main situations. One is when not-firstanonymity (or k-flat-anonymity) is no longer satisfied as
we described in the example story at the beginning of this
section. The other is when a user does not use a smartphone such as when she is sleeping or taking a bath. In the
former case, since the user listens to her favorite songs before the songs are recommended by Listener Anonymizer,
it should select as few songs as possible so that the user can
soon resume listening to her favorite songs. In the latter
case, since the user has enough time to play recommended
songs and does not need to listen to them, a method that
randomly selects many songs might be enough for recovering not-first-anonymity. Some users still hope to play as
few recommended songs as possible to save on the packet
communication fee.
3.4 User’s True Demographics
In the preceding sections, we assumed that our anonymization system knows the user’s true attribute values (e.g.,
Emma’s nationality is French). That is, the user has to input the true demographic attributes before starting to use
Listener Anonymizer. However, some users would not
want to tell even the system their true demographics. When
the system does not know the user’s true demographic
attribute, not-first-anonymity can be defined as follows:
when the difference between the highest probability and
the second highest probability is lower than θ. In this case,
not-first-anonymity will not often be satisfied, and songs
will be more frequently recommended to the user than the
case where the system knows the true demographic attribute. In the example of Emma, suppose she does not
tell her nationality to Listener Anonymizer. If she wants to
preserve complete anonymity, she must play recommended
songs at every alert, but this is a heavy burden for her. She
could ignore an alert if the predicted nationality is wrong.
However, if she plays only the recommended songs when
the predicted nationality is French, Listener Anonymizer
can estimate that Emma’s nationality is French.
When the anonymization system knows a user’s true
attribute, the alert is displayed only when the true demographic can be predicted, which reduces the user’s burden.
In addition, if we can implement Listener Anonymizer as a
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stand-alone smartphone application, the user’s true demographics are stored only in the smartphone and are not sent
to a server. In this case, users do not need to worry about
leakage of demographic information from the server.
3.5 Anonymization of Multiple Demographics
We need to consider a situation where a user wants to preserve anonymity of more than one demographic attribute.
For example, in the example of Emma, she anonymized
only her nationality; now suppose she did not register her
nationality, age, and gender on Last.fm. She may think that
it does not matter if her age is predicted but may think it is a
big problem if her nationality and gender are predicted. In
such a case, she tells Listener Anonymizer the two demographic attributes that she wants to preserve the anonymity
of. The system shows an alert and recommends songs
when at least one demographic does not satisfy not-firstanonymity. If more than one demographic attribute does
not satisfy not-first-anonymity at the same time, the system
needs to select songs that can recover not-first-anonymity
for all of the demographic attributes by playing recommended the songs. When a user tells the system many demographics that she wants to preserve the anonymity of,
alerts may frequently be displayed, and this makes it difficult for the user to enjoy listening to her favorite songs.
Therefore, the user has to select demographic attributes
that she really wants to preserve the anonymity of.
4. CAMOUFLAGING PLAY LOGS
In Section 3, we described various factors to be considered
to realize Listener Anonymizer. In this section, based on
these factors, we discuss the situation dealt with in this paper, give the problem definition, and propose a method for
selecting songs for camouflaging play logs.
4.1 Problem Definition
In terms of the type of anonymity, we use not-firstanonymity because of its simplicity. If we can show the effectiveness of our proposed method in not-first-anonymity,
we will deal with k-flat-anonymity in future work. As for
the timing of selecting songs and camouflaging play logs,
we camouflage the user’s play log with as few songs as
possible. That is, given user u’s play log Lu that consists of m songs (Lu = {s1 , s2 , · · · , sm } where si represents a song), we aim to anonymize u’s confidential demographic attribute by selecting as few songs as possible. We assume our system knows the user’s true demographic attributes. This assumption is reasonable because users will not hesitate to tell their demographics to
the system if it is implemented as a stand-alone application as we described in Section 3.4. Finally, for preserving
the anonymity of multiple demographics, since this paper
deals with a new research problem, we consider single demographic anonymity as a first step. We are fully aware
of the issue of multiple demographic anonymity; we leave
this for future work.
Based on the above assumptions, our problem is defined
as follows: “User u conceals an attribute value au in demographic d and wants to preserve not-first-anonymity regarding au . Given u’s play log consisting of m songs, we
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verify if au satisfies not-first-anonymity. If it does not, we
select as few songs as possible so that au can satisfy notfirst-anonymity by playing them.”
4.2 Demographic Prediction Method
To the best of our knowledge, the state-of-the-art method
for prediction of users’ demographic attributes of an online music service is the method proposed by Krismayer
et al. [10]. They proposed a feature modeling approach.
More specifically, given the users’ play logs in the training data, they extract an artist name and the artist’s tags
as features for each song in each user’s play log. Here,
only the top 10,000 artists and top 10,000 tags in terms of
the popularity in the training data are used to create feature vectors. They compute the weight for each feature in
the form of TF-IDF values and create a feature vector for
each user. The feature vectors, each of which has 20,000
dimensions, are reduced to 500 dimensions by principal
component analysis (PCA) [6]. Finally, the classifier is
built by using SVM. Since their evaluation results showed
that the polynomial kernel achieved high prediction accuracy on average, we assume that using the SVM with the
polynomial kernel is the state-of-the-art method. More details can be found in Krismayer et al. [10]. Once a classifier
is built, given a user’s play log, the classifier computes the
probability distribution over demographic attribute values
and outputs the attribute value that has the highest probability as the user’s predicted attribute value. We implemented this prediction method by ourselves with reference
to Krismayer et al. [10].
4.3 Song Selection Method
When Emma’s nationality is predicted as French, Listener
Anonymizer needs to select as few songs as possible that
can anonymize her nationality. To achieve this, we aim
to find songs that can largely increase the probability of
the second-highest nationality (in this example, suppose
Italian has the second highest probability). Since the feature vector corresponding to a song is compressed and
the compressed vector is projected onto a new coordinate
space by a polynomial kernel of SVM, it is difficult to
find such songs based on the characteristics of an original 20,000-dimension vector. Instead, we assume such
songs are played by users who are in the training dataset
and are classified as Italian with high probabilities. From
these users’ play logs, we extract effective songs by using
feature ablation analysis [1]. More formally, given Lu , we
first compute the probability distribution over n attribute
values by using the method in Section 4.2. If p(au ) is not
the highest among them, we do not need to do anything. If
p(au ) is the highest, we select songs as follows.
Suppose aj (6=au ) has the second-highest probability
after au . Let U = {ut1 , ut2 , · · · , utq } be a set of users in
the training data. By developing the SVM classifier, user
uti ∈ U has the probability p(aj , uti ) that represents the
probability of uti on aj . From all users in U , we collect the
top r users in terms of p(aj , uti ). Each user has her play
log that consists of m songs. Suppose we remove the lth
song from uti ’s play log and compute the new probability
of p(aj , uti ) by applying the SVM to the remaining m − 1

Table 1. Percentage of users who anonymize their demographic attributes. “X” represents anonymization.
Age
X
X
X

Gender
X
X
X

Nationality
X
X
X

X
X
X

No. of users
59,350
2,345
2,713
454
9,794
2,402
2,615
4,0649

%
49.3
1.95
2.25
0.377
8.14
2.00
2.17
33.8

songs (let the new probability be p0 (aj , uti ) ). If the score
of p(aj , uti ) − p0 (aj , uti ) is large, we assume that the lth
song is essential to increase the probability of aj . Based
on this idea, we compute the score for each of the r × m
songs and collect the top c corresponding artists based on
the score. After collecting the top c artists, we randomly
select one artist; then we randomly select one song of the
artist’s songs. By adding the song to Lu , we generate a
camouflaged play log consisting of m + 1 songs. We repeatedly select a song and add it to Lu until the camouflaged play log satisfies not-first-anonymity.
5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we carry out experiments to evaluate the
effectiveness of our proposed method.
5.1 Dataset
We used the Last.fm dataset provided by Schedl [20]. As
for the user’s demographic attributes, this dataset includes
age, gender, and nationality. Table 1 shows the numbers of users and the percentages for each of the combinations of confidential attributes, where “X” indicates a
confidential attribute. It can be observed that as many as
49.3% of users do not register any of their attributes, and
66.2% of them conceal at least one attribute. These statistics suggest the importance of preserving the user’s demographic anonymity, though there might be other reasons.
The dataset also includes users’ play logs, each of which
consists of the user ID, artist ID, track ID, and timestamp.
Following Krismayer et al. [10], we selected users who
registered all of the three attributes, had equal to or more
than 500 play logs, and had a nationality that was one of
the 25 most common nationalities in terms of the number
of users in the dataset. This gave us 32,991 users. We used
70% of them as training data and developed an SVM classifier. The remaining 30% of them were used as test data.
Artists’ tags were collected by using the Last.fm API 5 .
The number of classes of each attribute is as follows. The
nationality consists of 25 classes that correspond to the top
25 most common nationalities, the gender has two classes
that are male and female, and following Schedl et al. [21],
the age was divided into seven age groups ([6 - 17], [18 21], [22 - 25], [26 - 30], [31 - 40], [41 - 50], and [51 - 60]).
5.2 Methods Comparison
5.2.1 Settings
Our first research question is “Is our proposed method able
to camouflage play logs with fewer songs than a base5
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line method that randomly selects songs?” To answer this
question, we count the number of songs selected by each
method to preserve anonymity as follows. In this evaluation, for each user in the test dataset, we use the first 30
songs from the oldest songs in the play logs (i.e., m =
30). For example, given the demographic attribute “nationality,” we first compute each user’s probability distribution over 25 nationalities when the 30 songs are played.
We then sample 50 users whose nationality does not satisfy not-first-anonymity (i.e., the user’s nationality has the
highest probability among 25 nationalities). Note that in
this case, each user’s play log in the training data also consists of 30 songs. Given a sampled user’s play log consisting of 30 songs, we add a song selected by our proposed
method and compute the new probability distribution for
the 31 songs. If the probability of the user’s nationality is
not the highest among 25 nationalities, it means her nationality is anonymized and the song selection process ends;
otherwise, we add a new song selected by our method and
compute the probability distribution for the 32 songs. If
the user’s nationality is not anonymized even after selecting the additional 30 songs, we stop the song selection process. In this way, we count the number of selected songs
for all of the 50 users. In this evaluation, the values of r
and c were set to 3 and 1, respectively. Note that r is the
number of users used for selecting candidate songs and c
is the number of artists used for recommending songs as
we described in Section 4.3. The random baseline method
(hereafter, the random method) randomly selects a song
from all the songs in the dataset and counts the number of
songs in the same manner as described above.
In addition to the proposed method and the random
method, we use a popularity-based baseline method (hereafter, the popularity method). Intuitively, in this method, if
we want to decrease the probability of France, for example, we select a song that is not popular in France but is
popular in the other 24 nationalities. To achieve this, we
rank all artists in each nationality where an artist’s score is
the number of users who have listened to one of the artist’s
songs at least once. The artists are ranked in descending
order of their score. When a user u’s nationality au is not
anonymized, the popularity method first selects an artist b∗
where
P
ai ∈Ad \{au } (rank(ai , b) − rank(au , b))
∗
b = arg max
.
|Ad \ {au }|
b∈B
In the equation, B is the set of all artists and rank(ai , b)
represents the rank of artist b in nationality ai . Finally, a
song of b∗ is selected and added to u’s play log.
Note that in this evaluation, we used the same 50 users
for all of the three methods for a fair comparison.
5.2.2 Results
The results are shown in Figure 1 where each bar represents the average number of selected songs over 50 users.
It can be observed that our proposed method outperformed
the other two methods in all attributes. In the “gender”
attribute, even the proposed method selected as many as
19.68 songs on average. Since the “gender” attribute has
only two classes (male and female), the probability tended

30

Random
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20
10
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Age
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Figure 1. Comparison results between three methods. The
y-axis is the average number of selected songs for camouflaging play logs. Error bars indicates the standard error.
to be strongly biased to one class. Thus, we presume that
many songs were needed to fill the large gap. In the “nationality” attribute, the proposed method was especially effective: it selected less than one third of the songs selected
by the random method.
The results of the popularity method were worse than
those of the random method. This is because of the complexity of the demographic prediction method as described
in Section 4.3. These results indicate that songs selected by
the popularity method are rarely plotted to ideal points in
the coordinate space created by an SVM polynomial kernel. Moreover, in the random method, a song that largely
decreases the probability of the user’s confidential attribute
can be selected by chance. Because of these reasons, the
random method outperformed the popularity method.
5.3 Parameter Effect
5.3.1 Settings
Remind that our method has a parameter c that determines
how many artists we use from the result of the feature ablation, although we set c to 1 in Section 5.2. Our second research question is “What is the relation between the value
of c in the proposed method and the number of selected
songs?” To answer the question, we change the value of
c from 1 to 10 and count the number of selected songs for
each c. In each of the three demographic attributes, the
same 50 sampled users were used for all of the c values.
5.3.2 Results
Figure 2 shows the results. In the “age” and “nationality”
attributes, the number of selected songs decreases when c
changes from 1 to 2 and the number is at a minimum when
c is 2 or 3; then the number increases with the increase
of c. In particular, in the “age” attribute, when c is 2, only
3.22 songs are required on average to camouflage play logs
consisting of 30 songs. In the “gender” attribute, although
the number of selected songs decreases when c changes
from 1 to 2, the minimum score was 9.28 when c is 10.
From these results, we can say that selecting songs only
from the best artist in terms of feature ablation analysis
does not lead to the best result.
In addition to the decrease of the number of selected
songs for large c, the increase of c has another advantage. When c is 1, songs are always selected from one
artist to anonymize an attribute value. This may enable
a company that wants to predict users’ demographic attributes to easily detect the camouflaged logs and predict
the true attributes by removing the camouflaged logs. In
contrast, when c is large, it becomes difficult to detect the
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Figure 2. The relation between the value of c in the proposed method (x-axis) and the average number of selected songs
for camouflaging play logs (y-axis).
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PL: Polish
0.3
0.3
0.3
CZ: Czech
BR: British
0.2
0.2
0.2
dation [11, 26, 28] and playlist generation [4, 13, 17] that
AM: American BZ: Brazilian
0.1
0.1
0.1
SP: Spanish
can reflect the user’s taste in music have been conducted.
0
0
0
CZ
GE
AM
GE
CZ
AM
GE
CZ
AM
By introducing the methods proposed in these studies, we
1
1
1
1
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
plan to propose a song selection method that can balance
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
camouflaging the play logs and taste. That would also be
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0
0
0
0
PL
BR
BZ
PL
SP
BR
SP
PL
BR
PL
SP
BR
beneficial to satisfy both anonymization and good recommendation.
Figure 3. Examples of transition of probability distribuConsidering the user’s taste has another advantage. If
tion when two songs (top) and three songs (bottom) are
our method to camouflage play logs gains in popularity,
selected for camouflaging play logs (y-axis: probability).
companies that want to know the user’s demographic atcamouflaged parts in play logs. Moreover, by selecting
tributes will try to predict them by removing songs that
songs from various artists, Listener Anonymizer may be
camouflage her play log. By selecting songs that match
able to expand the user’s music taste while preserving her
the user’s taste, it becomes more difficult to detect songs
anonymity. Figure 2 shows that even when c is 10, our
that are played for camouflage.
method can anonymize an attribute with much fewer songs
6.3 Simulation of Multiple Prediction Methods
than the random method in all attributes. It would be useful
In our experiments, we assumed that the system knew that
to enable a user to select the value of c while thinking about
the method by Krismayer et al. [10] is used to predict the
a trade-off between the number of songs and the diversity
user’s demographic attributes. However, we cannot always
of selected songs.
know the prediction method in advance. When we do not
Figure 3 shows examples of the transition of probabilknow it, one strategy is to prepare multiple possible preity distribution when two or three songs are selected by our
diction methods and simulate them one at a time. An alert
proposed method in the “nationality” attribute. The value
is issued when more than v methods detect that the user’s
of c was set to 3. For visibility, we show only the top three
demographic attribute can be predicted with high accuracy.
nationalities in terms of the probability. In the top examFor small v, the degree of anonymity preservation is high
ple, the user’s attribute is German. Listener Anonymizer
but alerts are often issued and vice versa for large v. It
can anonymize the user’s attribute by selecting two songs.
would be useful for a user to be able to set the value of v
In the bottom example, although the initial probability disaccording to the degree of anonymity she requires.
tribution is strongly biased to the user’s nationality (PL),
6.4 Real-time Monitoring of a Play Log
this user can camouflage the play log by playing only three
In our experiments, the number of songs in a given play log
songs recommended by Listener Anonymizer.
was set to 30. Hence, all logs in training data also consisted
6. DISCUSSION
of 30 songs. However, this assumption is not sufficient
In Section 5, we showed the effectiveness of the proto monitor the user’s played songs and recommend songs
posed method. However, since preserving demographic
at the right time as we described in Section 3.3. This is
anonymity by camouflaging play logs is a quite new rebecause, when a user plays her first song, there is no play
search theme, we discuss four important considerations.
log in the training data consisting of only one song and
6.1 Impact on Recommendation Accuracy
we cannot correctly compute the probability distribution
for the song. To solve this problem, we need to develop
Since Listener Anonymizer camouflages play logs, it
classifiers for various values of l, where l is the number of
might degrade recommendation accuracy of music sersongs included in a play log.
vices. Although this paper dared to propose this controversial topic of research to give users an option of increasing
7. CONCLUSION
the privacy and raise privacy issues in the MIR commuIn this paper, we proposed Listener Anonymizer that can
nity, we are fully aware of the importance and usefulness of
preserve the user’s demographic anonymity by camouflagmusic recommendation to improve the user’s music experiing her play log. Our experimental results show the effecence. We hope that our paper could contribute to discuss a
tiveness of our proposed method to select as few songs as
diversity of options for music experiences while balancing
possible. For example, in the “age” attribute, 15.3 songs
privacy versus accuracy in music recommendation.
were selected by the random method, while only 3.22
6.2 User’s Taste in Music
songs were selected by our method. Since this paper proposed a new concept, there are many remaining issues to
In our method, the selected songs do not always match her
be addressed as we discussed in Section 3 and 6. We plan
taste in music. Even if those songs can camouflage the play
to tackle them one by one and make Listener Anonymizer
logs, she might be reluctant to keep listening to the songs.
more flexible and useful.
Hence, it is beneficial to select songs by considering the
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